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The Department ofDefense (DOD) is currently in a state ofbudgetary decline. In
the effort to do more with less, the department has relied more heavily on innovation and
non-traditional methods to achieve efficiency and cost reductions. These efforts have
affected every area of operations and support within the DOD.
A. BACKGROUND
One organization affected by the drawdown is the Public Works Department
(PWD) at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). Its responsibilities have increased
steadily while the resources have declined over the years. The problem has been
exacerbated by the closing ofFort Ord (renamed as the Presidio ofMonterey Annex, or
POMA) and shifting the maintenance responsibilities ofthe areas remaining open to the
NPS PWD. Added demand for PWD services from the Presidio ofMonterey (POM), the
Defense Language Institute (DLI) and the La Mesa Family Housing Service Center
(FHSC) puts even more strain on the limited resources. As a result, the PWD is faced
with an increasing backlog ofwork requests and dissatisfied customers. In the current
climate of general budget decline, it is unlikely that PWD's resources will increase in the
near future. Therefore, the PWD has to rely on the efficient application of current
resources and process improvements to decrease the backlog and eliminate the perception
of an inefficient and ineffective organization.
1. Strategic Policy of Public Organizations
Efficiency and effectiveness in private sector firms are a function of strategic
planning. This planning encompasses the overall strategy through which the company
pursues its profits. A company will receive immediate feedback on performance by how
well the company is able to compete in its environment. This situation is contrasted to a
government agency which has no competitors and thus no specific strategy to compete.
Public agencies rarely find it necessary to defend their customer service levels except
through a formal inquiry. This behavior leads to the common perception of an uncaring
bureaucratic machine that seems oblivious to customer satisfaction.
Under fiscal pressure, public organizations were mandated to develop strategic
plans for efficient use of resources. Many if not all of the procedures for strategic
management currently in use were developed in and for private sector firms. Adapting
management practices and procedures from the private sector for the public sector is not
new. This long tradition of using the practices that work in the private sector and
applying them to the public sector has, in fact, picked up momentum in this era of fiscal
restraint. However, Nutt & Backoff (1992) warn "Strategic managers of public
organizations should be wary of using private sector approaches that assume clear goals,
profit or economic purposes, unlimited authority to act, secret development, limited
responsibility for actions, and oversight through market mechanisms that signal financial
results." This warning reflects that "many ofthese assumptions are not valid" for public
organizations.
2. Markets
There is no automatic mechanism to ensure efficiency in government organizations
because most public organizations lack an economic market that provides them with
valuable feedback in the form of revenues. In private organizations, the customer's buying
power is the primary source of information, suggesting organizational products that are or
are not effective. Public organizations depend on oversight bodies for resources or on
reimbursement for services based on preset formulas. Appropriations are often divorced
from market mechanisms, allowing public organizations to avoid effectiveness
considerations until these questions are raised by the responsible oversight body (Drucker
1973). Budget allocations from these oversight bodies often follow historical precedent,
creating incentives for organizations to spend at previous levels whether or not such
spending has produced useful outcomes (Dahl and Lindblom, 1953; Ritti and Funkhouser,
1987; Nutt and Backoff 1992).
Data describing service markets are often missing or unobtainable in public
organizations. Many public organizations are prohibited from diverting funds from
providing service to collecting data on the quality, distribution and other service delivery
features. Even in situations in which collecting such information is not prohibited,
professionals are often reluctant to divert resources from providing services to collect such
data. Public organizations often do not see the need to document performance trends until
it is mandated through the responsible budgetary committee.
3. Expectations
Goal ambiguity in public organizations makes performance expectations more
difficult to specify (Dahl and Lindblom, 1953; Schultze, 1970; Nutt and Backoff, 1992).
Vague performance expectations have several consequences. First, success cannot be
easily recognized and it is often difficult to identify and reward key contributors. Also,
failure cannot be detected and corrected in a timely manner. There is less urgency in the
workers' response to disruptions or changes to the status quo of public organizations.
This causes expectations to be in a constant flux and makes it easy to rationalize inaction
(Nutt and Backoff, 1992). These factors contribute to the negative perception of
bureaucracies as being inefficient and ineffective.
B. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this thesis is to conduct a functional process improvement
evaluation of the maintenance request process at the Naval Postgraduate School Public
Works Department. This evaluation will identify non-value added steps and time saving
methods to improve customer satisfaction. The goal is to improve the PWD's technical
efficiency and thereby improve the application of the limited resources allocated to the
PWD.
C. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
This thesis concentrates on the application of functional process improvements
with the existing technology at the PWD. The focus is to examine alternative processes
and structures to maximize efficiency of resources at the PWD. Every attempt was taken
to assure the accuracy ofthe report but the following disclaimers apply: the current
process, as described, was in existence at the time of the various interviews throughout
this project; all steps were verified by the responsible worker(s); and finally, the lack of
historical data to support assumptions contained in this report are identified where
appropriate.
The primary limitation to this research is the lack of historical data to support the
assumptions made throughout this report. The PWD has the technology to collect the
data, however, the management does not require accurate data collection nor use the
information for process improvements.
D. ORGANIZATION
The first chapter provides background about the relevant issues concerning public
and private sector strategies for achieving efficiency and effectiveness. The second
chapter defines the two types of economic efficiencies. Chapter III discusses the PWD's
work request processing procedure. Chapter IV discusses data analysis. Chapter V
identifies and analyzes functional process improvements, and recommends and identifies
and identifies possible savings associated with those options. The final chapter
summarizes the report and recommends areas of further research.
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H. ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY
The PWD must find a way to be more efficient with its resources due to imposed
budget constraints. For this reason, it is important to have a basic understanding of
economic efficiency so that a common definition is attained. With this distinction made, it
will become clear that there are two types of efficiency and thus two different sets of
questions and answers.
A. DEFINITION
This chapter will analyze technical efficiency and allocative efficiency in the
PWD's resource allocation. For simplicity, the analysis will begin with two inputs, labor
(L) and capital (K), and two outputs, work requests (WR) and chit requests (CR). The
analysis will later be expanded to include a third output, reimbursable jobs (RJ), for the
various organizations also supported by the Naval Postgraduate School PWD.
Economic efficiency is categorized into two types, technical efficiency and
allocative efficiency. Technical efficiency is attained when the level ofWR is maximized
for a given production of CR, considering current technology and resources. In other
words, current resources are employed such that increasing the production ofone output
(e.g., WR) is impossible without either decreasing the production of other outputs (e.g.,
CR) or obtaining more resources or better technology. There are many production levels
for CR and WR that are technically efficient. Allocative efficiency selects between
•
technically efficient points. Allocative efficiency exists when the mix ofWR and CR is
both technically efficient and maximizes the total value (utility) received by PWD's
customers. The value of the mix of outputs is determined by the customers. The amount
of resources allocated to producing WR and CR determines the mix of outputs.
B. PRODUCTION POSSIBILITIES FRONTIER
The PWD resources include labor and capital. How much WR and CR are
produced depends on the resources available and their efficient allocation across outputs.
The PWD has limited resources and, therefore, faces a constrained optimization problem.
Moreover, PWD wants to achieve technical efficiency by producing the maximum quantity
ofWR for the given level ofCR and available resources. To this end, PWD has to





Figure 2.1 PPF curve for WR and CR production.
The PPF shows the alternative combinations ofWR and CR that PWD can
produce by fully utilizing all the resources at its disposal with the best technology available
(Salvatore 1986). Production anywhere inside the PPF curve, as indicated by point A,
represents an inefficient use ofthe resources. Production anywhere outside of the PPF
curve, as indicated by point C, is impossible to achieve without more resources or
improvements in the current technology. Point B indicates technically efficient utilization
of current resources. At point B, the output ofCR is maximized given that the output of
WR equals WRb Alternatively, point B maximizes the output ofWR given that the
output ofCR equals CRb.
There are infinite combinations ofWR and CR along the PPF curve that could be
produced by fully utilizing all the available resources. Thus, production anywhere on the
PPF would achieve technical efficiency. Choosing where to produce on the PPF, or which
combination ofWR and CR to produce, involves allocative efficiency.
C. TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY
An isoquant depicts the different combinations of resources that can be used to
generate the same level of output (Gould and Lazear 1989). Figure 2.2 depicts a
hypothetical mapping of isoquants for the production ofWR. The higher isoquant refers
to a larger output ofWR. Correspondingly, the larger output requires an increase in labor
and capital. The slope of the isoquant indicates the rate at which you substitute capital for
labor, or vice versa, and keep output constant. The isoquants are negatively sloped to
indicate that a reduction in labor requires an increase in capital to produce the same level
ofWR. In particular, the slope of the isoquant in Figure 2.2 is -MBk/MBi (see Table 2.
1
for definition of acronyms). The marginal benefit of labor (capital) represents the change
in the output ofWR (Aq) as labor (capital) changes by one unit (i.e., MBi = Aq/AL, MBk=
Aq/AK). The ratios ofthese marginal benefits indicates the rate at which capital and labor
can be substituted for one another (i.e., -MBk/MBi = -(Aq/AK)/(Aq/AL) = -AL/AK) (Gates
Winter 1996). For example, suppose the output ofWR increases twice as fast when you
add one unit of labor as when you add one unit of capital (i.e., MBi is twice as large as
MBk or MBi = 2MBk). For every unit decrease in K, you would have to increase L by one
half unit to keep output constant. Thus, the slope ofthe isoquant would be -1/2 (i.e., -
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Figure 2.2 Isoquants for WR production (Gates Winter 1996).
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MB,** Change in output ofWR as labor changes by one unit.
MBkw Change in output ofWR as capital changes by one unit.
MB,CR Change in output ofCR as labor changes by one unit.
MBk011 Change in output ofCR as capital changes by one unit.
MBi Marginal benefit of labor.
MBk Marginal benefit of capital.
AL Change in labor.
AK Change in capital
Aq Change in output (i.e., WR or CR)















Figure 2.3 Isoquants for CR production (Gates Winter 1996).
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Since production ofWR and CR must draw from the same labor and capital pools,
the analysis has to combine the two outputs to reflect the sharing of the resources. The
distribution of the total quantity of resources can be incorporated by combining Figures
2.2 and 2.3. This is accomplished by rotating Figure 2.3 one-hundred-eighty degrees and
combining it with Figure 2.2. The result is a single graph called an Edgeworth Box
diagram, as shown below (Gould and Lazear 1989). The tangency points between the
WR and CR isoquants are known as the Pareto optimal points. There are an infinite
number ofPareto optimal points. They are optimal because all the available resources are
fully utilized and it is impossible to increase the production of one output without reducing
the production of the other. At every tangency point the slopes of the WR and CR
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Figure 2.4 Edgeworth Box diagram for WR and CR production.
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isoquants are the same. In other words:
(-MB^/MB.^) = (-MB^/MEO.
Rearranging terms, this can be rewritten as:
(MBk^/MB^) = (MB.^/MB,011).
However, the total pool of capital and labor is fixed. Therefore, if an additional unit ofK
(L) is used in WR, K (L) must be reduced by one in CR. Thus, the above relationship
equates the ratios of the marginal benefits to marginal costs for the capital and labor used
in WR. In particular, MBk^ measures the increase in WR when an additional unit ofK is
used in WR. To accommodate this increase in K for WR, K for CR must be reduced by
one. The impact of this reduction on CR output is measured by MBkCR (note that when K
decreases, the value ofMBk011 is negative). Thus, MBk011 uses the decrease in CR output
to measure the cost of increasing K in WR. This is referred to as the opportunity cost of
K in WR. Similarly, MB^/MBi011 measures the ratio of the marginal benefit and marginal
opportunity cost of labor in WR, where the marginal opportunity cost is the reduction in
CR output as L decreases by one unit (MBiCR). When these two ratios are equal, the
resource allocation is Pareto optimal (i.e., you cannot increase the output of one item
without decreasing the output ofthe other) (Gates Winter 1996).
To verify that this condition is Pareto optimal, consider a counter example.
Suppose that MBk^ = 10, MBkCR =5, MB^ = 15, MB,CR = 5. Plugging these values
into the above relationship yields : 10/5 * 15/5. In particular, labor is more productive in
WR, relative to CR, than is capital. Suppose we transfer 1 unit of labor from CR to WR.
WR output increases by 15, CR output decreases by 5. To offset the negative impact on
CR output, we can shift capital from WR to CR. We will consider two shifts: one
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calculated to keep CR output constant and one calculated to keep WR output constant.
The shift in labor decreased CR output by 5 units. To keep CR output constant, we must
shift enough capital from WR to CR to increase CR by 5. From above, MBkCR = 5. Thus,
we must shift one unit of capital. Ifwe shift one unit of capital, WR output decreases by
10 (MBk^ = 10, from above). Combining the shifts in K and L leaves CR output
unchanged but increases WR output by 5 (15-10). Alternatively, you could shift one and
one half units of capital from WR to CR. In this case, WR would decrease by 15 (MB^
= 10), and CR would increase by 7.5 (MBk011 = 5). Combining the shifts in K and L leaves
WR unchanged but increases CR by 2.5 (7.5-5) (Gates Winter 1996).
If(MBkWR/MBkCR)>( MBi^ /MBiCR), a similar numerical example would
demonstrate that you can increase CR (WR) without decreasing WR (CR) by shifting
capital from CR to WR and labor from WR to CR. Finally, if OvffikW/MBkCR) = (MB,W
/MBiCR), a numerical example would demonstrate that you can not shift either capital or
labor and increase the output ofWR (CR) without decreasing the output ofCR (WR).
Therefore, these tangency points are Pareto optimal and represent efficient allocations of
capital and labor (Gates Winter 1996).
The locus of isoquant tangencies represented by the line ABC in Figure 2.4 is
known as the production contract curve. The production possibility frontier discussed
earlier is derived by mapping the production contract curve on a WR-CR coordinate.
Thus, each tangency point represents a production combination ofWR and CR on the PPF
curve and correspondingly, technical efficiency is attained at these output levels.
When a reimbursable job is included in the analysis as a third output, the resources
must be shared between the production ofWR, CR and RJ. However, since the PWD is
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reimbursed for all costs associated with producing RJs, only labor qualifies as a shared
input. Thus, PWD splits its capital between production ofWR and CR while labor is split
between production ofWR, CR and RJ. A graphical analysis would reveal a three
dimensional Edgeworth box diagram with a third output axis added for the RJ production.
Therefore, the graph would include two input variables and three output variables. The
Pareto optimality would occur at the tangency points of the WR, CR and RJ isoquants.
D. ALLOCATTVE EFFICIENCY
Allocative efficiency refers to maximizing the value of the PWD services to the
customer. The PWD management must decide which Pareto optimal point provides the
most benefit to their customers. Determining the proper mix ofWR and CR requires a
value judgment. Thus, it is difficult to determine. The problem is further complicated by
the difficulty of measuring the benefit customers receive from either WR or CR.
The focus of this thesis is not allocative efficiency, but technical efficiency. The
objective is to investigate the technical efficiency ofthe output currently achieved by the
PWD. The research will determine whether commercial-off-the-shelf(COTS) scheduling
software or other functional process improvements will help improve PWD efficiency in
resource allocation and technical efficiency. Further pursuit of allocative efficiency deals
primarily with the job prioritization process. This issue is beyond the scope of this
research, and is recommended for further research.
15
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m. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PROCESS
In order for an organization to become efficient, it must first understand the way it
currently does business. A thorough understanding ofthese processes will allow
functional process improvement recommendations to be made. This section will describe
the PWD process in detail and will help identify areas where improvements can be made.
A. PWD BACKGROUND
The PWD processes two types of maintenance requests, chit size requests and
work requests. Both types of maintenance requests are processed on the Work Request
Form. CR requests represented 78 percent of the total work performed by the PWD.
They are defined as jobs within the capabilities of the PWD that require less than 40 hours
of labor, cost less than $5000, and do not require planning and estimating (P/E) (Smith;
Gillis). Any request not satisfying this criteria is classified as a WR.
The NPS PWD has historically had a significant number of maintenance requests in
process. On average, 1728 requests were outstanding each month during the fiscal year
1996 (FY 96) (Lawrence)(see Figure 3.1). The dramatic reduction in maintenance
requests in September 1996 was due to a one time adjustment to the number of requests
outstanding. This was accomplished by giving the customers 30 days to reinstate their
requests for backlogged work; any request not reinstated was permanently deleted from
the system.
17






































Figure 3.1 June 1995 through December 1996.
The PWD has been unable to significantly close the gap between the incoming
WRs and those that are completed. Outstanding WRs were completed at a rate of 232 per
month while new requests arrived at a rate of 227 per month. An estimated 2,784 WRs
were processed in FY 96. To aggravate the situation, the trend for job completion has
been declining in recent years (Lawrence)(see figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 June 1995 through December 1996.
Incoming requests are internally classified into three categories based on urgency
of need: Priority l's to be completed in 30 days or less, priority 2' s in 90 days or less and
priority 3 's in one year. The current completion status of each priority now averages 310,
384 and 906 days in the system, respectively (Smith, Lawrence)(See Figure 3.3).





Figure 3.3 June 1995 through December 1996.
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A historical lack of timely response by PWD has indirectly caused an artificial
inflation of priorities in the both CR and WR work requests. This is borne out by the
number of requests that are elevated to the higher priorities. Priority 1, 2 and 3 requests
average 617, 449 and 236 per month, respectfully. Standing job orders are currently at
184 per month (see Figure 3.4)(Lawrence).
The PWD currently employs 267 civilians and is authorized a total of 291
positions. The FY 96 budget was $33 million, including reimbursables. Of this amount,
$2.3 million was expended on CRs and WRs. For CRs, $1.3 million and $0.5 million
were spent on labor and materials, respectively. WRs processed in-house cost $0.3
million in labor and $0.2 million in materials (Schmidt).





Figure 3.4 Includes all CR and WR requests.
The remaining budget was expended for work requests that were contracted out, mainly
administrative costs and reimbursables. Reimbursables are those amounts that are "paid
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back" to NPS PWD by specific customers under agreements made between PWD and
those organizations that do not have an organic PWD capability.
B. PROCEDURE
The PWD maintenance requests are generated by various departments at NPS,
POM and DLI, FHSC and POMA. For simplicity, this report will follow the maintenance
request processing at NPS. A similar process is followed at each site.
Maintenance requests are generated by individuals and forwarded to the
responsible curriculum officer, department chairperson, or designated building
coordinator. The academic department maintenance requests are forwarded to a
coordinator, who sets the priority and approves the request before forwarding it to the
Maintenance Control Division (MCD). Maintenance requests from other activities and
tenant commands are forwarded directly from their respective building coordinators or
Officers in Charge (OIC) to the MCD. Because ofthe varied response time of the
individual coordinators, the time between the request generation and receipt by the MCD
can be as short as one day or as long as six weeks. The average transit time for a request
to reach the PWD is one to three weeks (Schmidt).
The MCD reviews all maintenance requests and screens for proper authorization,
validity and correctness. Then, the MCD reviews the maintenance request for priority,
PWD capability and the level of maintenance required. In the absence of a priority from
the customer, the MCD will assign a priority based on complexity and maintenance time
required. Those jobs requiring less time are assigned a higher priority. The MCD then
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determines whether the jobs are categorized as CRs or WRs. At this point in the process,
CRs and WRs are split into separate tracks. Additionally, WRs are split into jobs within
PWD's capability and those that require contractor involvement.
The WRs are logged into the Work Control Management System (WCMS)
database by the MCD. The larger WRs are further classified as in-house maintenance or
contractor maintenance. In-house WRs are forwarded to the Planner/Estimator (P/E),
who prepares a work package that includes the materials, labor, costs and specifications.
Once the package is completed, it is returned to the MCD who then forwards it to the
Master Scheduler (MS).
The Master Scheduler receives the work package from MCD and logs the request
in the WCMS database. The request is then sent to the Shops Division Director for
approval and returned to the MS. The package is next routed to the General Foreman
(GF) for any questions or comments and back to the MS. Then the package is sent to the
production controllers to verify material availability. The MS assigns the job to the
appropriate foreman when labor and materials become available. The top twenty list items
have priority in this step, but scheduling depends on the proper labor mix and materials
simultaneously becoming available.
When assigned to a job, the foreman tracks the WR performance and reports the
status of the job to the MS. Once the job is completed, the MS closes out the job in the
WCMS and files a copy ofthe report.
If the material is not in stock, the production division orders the material and the
MS enters the job on the awaiting materials list. The production controllers (PC) will
manually enter into SACONS the same material request information that has already been
22
entered into the WCMS database by the MCD. SACONS is the database that only supply
and comptrollers use in the material requisitioning process. The redundant data entry into
the database occupies roughly half ofthe PC's time. The purchase request is submitted to
the comptroller and the budget department for approval prior to ordering. An emergency
request can be completed in hours. A typical request can be filled in one day ifthe
comptroller and the budget department give prompt approval. However, the standard
order takes two weeks to fill after approval. Delays often result because similar items are
batched for bulk discounts. When the production controllers procure the materials, they
inform the appropriate shop supervisors of the materials' arrival (Genegabus).
WRs that are beyond the capabilities ofPWD and require contractor involvement,
are entered into the WCMS database by MCD. WRs are then passed by the MCD to
Engineering to develop both specifications and government cost estimates, and to obtain
the necessary funding from the comptroller's office. When engineering is complete, the
WR is submitted to the contracting office where government contracting procedures are
followed. Once the job is contracted out, the PWD will follow the WR progress, but
contract administrators are primarily responsible for properly executing the contract.
The MCD routes maintenance requests determined to be CRs to the dispatcher for
action using guard mail. A messenger from the maintenance shop, if available, picks up
the CRs twice a day (Williams). Once the dispatcher receives the CR, the data from the
work request form is entered into a computerized database known as Emergency/Service
Management System (ESMS) and assigned to the appropriate shop foreman. The
foreman then assigns the job to a technician. If the job requires material, the technician
orders it from the production control division. If the materials are available, the technician
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completes the job and the paperwork, giving one copy to the customer and returning one
copy to the foreman. The foreman tracks the CR performance and reports the status of the
job to the dispatcher. Once the job is completed, the dispatcher closes out the job in the
ESMS and files a copy of the report. For those jobs that require ordering materials, the
WR process for ordering material, as described above, is followed (Parker).
C. ALTERNATE PROCEDURES
Another avenue for submitting maintenance requests is through the trouble desk,
where emergency and non-emergency maintenance requests are performed. The trouble
desk is manned by the same individual described as the dispatcher in the CR process.
Most requests are taken over the phone by the dispatcher and entered directly into the
ESMS. No elaborate processing procedure is required for CRs.
A maintenance request can also be sent directly to the MCD if the customer knows
the process. This will avoid all the administrative delays associated with the consolidation
process in the building coordinator's office. This procedure is seldom used because the
designated coordinator has a signature block on the request form.
A back channel is also created by the "squeaky wheel" concept. This applies to
those projects that are already in the system in either AWL or AWM status. Those
projects that have a particularly vocal proponent tend to get a disproportionate response.
If calls are placed to either PWO, APWO or other high ranking individuals, the work can
be placed on the unofficial top twenty list and bypass the established process. This list is
24
the real priority list that gets resources committed to the project. Projects placed on this
list are ranked primarily through political actions (Schmidt).
D. PLANNING
The monthly Public Works Planning Board (PWPB) meeting discusses major
issues and sets and/or adjusts priorities. The major output of this body is the top twenty
list. This is the official priority list for all major PWD projects. Each department and
tenant command has representatives who are required to actively participate and express
their departmental concerns during these meetings. However, few representatives are
actively involved. This is apparently due to a perceived lack of effectiveness ofthe
PWPB. Those who are involved in the process reap the benefits by having their




The PWD process described in Chapter III does not contain an associated system
of data collection that supports management decisions. Processing times are only
measured for some ofthe queues in the system. Otherwise, data collection has been
sporadic and incomplete over the years. Management seldom required data analysis for
decision making. Therefore, diligent collection of data has not occurred.
A. OVERVIEW
Limited data and separate database systems have limited the analysis of the PWD
maintenance request process. The discussion presented in this chapter analyzes the data
from the WCMS and the ESMS databases. The SACONS database does not offer
meaningful information. Individual requisitions cannot be matched with specific WRs and
CRs due to different numbering systems and order batching for material. Therefore, the
SACONS data is excluded from the analysis. The goal of this chapter is to identify the
areas of technical inefficiencies and bottlenecks in the PWD process. The analysis includes
data from FY94 through FY97. Incomplete data from FY97 prevents a complete analysis
for this period; however, it will be useful for establishing trends.
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B. DATABASES
The PWD collects data in two database systems, SACONS and WCMS.
SACONS is used by the production controllers to requisition, track and obtain approvals
for required materials from the budget office and the comptroller. The WCMS database is
used by the maintenance division to track the progress ofCRs and WRs. WCMS is
divided into the WCMS database, which tracks the WRs and the ESMS database, which
tracks the CRs.
Currently, no direct interface exists between the three databases. This situation
creates an information shortage to the decision makers. No one in the maintenance
division has access to SACONS, including the MCD, master scheduler and the shop
foremen. Therefore, neither maintenance technicians nor supervisors can check the status
of the material ordered through SACONS in the WCMS system. Because the SACONS
database is only available to the production controllers, the master scheduler and the shop
foremen check the status of material requisition by physically asking the PCs. This extra
effort is only expended to expedite orders for the most urgent jobs. The norm is to wait
for notification from the PCs that the material has been received.
To make some SACONS data available to the maintenance division, limited
information is manually transferred to the WCMS database. Currently, only the material
ordered date and the received date get transferred to WCMS. The ESMS database
contains even less material requisition information. It contains the chit received date and
the chit completion date, and no material requisition information.
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C. WCMS DATABASE
The WCMS database tracks WRs from the maintenance request received date
(RDAT) to the shop completion date (see Appendix C,D,E,and F). The RDAT is
entered by the MCD, which signals the maintenance request's entrance into the PWD
process. It does not reflect the date a customer initially generated the request. The time
between the customer's request and receipt by the MCD is not tracked in WCMS.
The PWD process begins with the cumulative time it takes for the MCD to assign
the WR to a P/E. The WCMS database represents the P/E assignment time in days in the
PE_A field. The majority ofWRs have zeroes in this column. However, a few have
delays. The delays occur when the job descriptions are unclear or complex. The MCD
clarifies vague descriptions and complex jobs before passing the WRs to P/E for
evaluation. Delays also occur when the MCD must decide whether the maintenance
request is a CR, WR, or contract work. For complex jobs, the MCD decides which jobs
are WRs or contract work. This requires assessing the skills of the PWD employees and
their ability to acquire the materials and complete the job. The assessment time accounts
for the majority of delays in this column.
The PEC column records the days it takes for a P/E to complete the WR job
package. A wide range ofjob complexity directly influences the high variations in
completion times for this step.
The SHOPA field shows the time it takes for the master scheduler to assign a WR
to a shop. The shop assignment depends on labor availability. For WRs requiring only
one trade, a specific shop with that trade skill is assigned. However, jobs requiring more
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than one trade require more time to assign; the master scheduler assigns WRs when all the
labor is available from the different trades. Additional delays occur while the shops
Division Director and the General Foremen review the WRs. This delay is added to the
SHOP_A column.
The MATO column calculates the days it takes for the PCs to order the material.
Delay results if too much time is spent searching for the lowest price vendor, or when
several small orders are held and consolidated to take advantage of quantity discounts. A
further delay occurs if the budget office and the comptroller fail to approve the purchase
promptly. Finally, additional time accumulates because the PCs have to manually enter the
material requisition data into SACONS when the same data has already been entered in
WCMS by the MCD. No interface exists between the databases. So, PCs must duplicate
the data entry.
The time accumulated in the MATR field represents the vendor response time.
The PWD uses two modes of government purchase, credit card and open purchase.
Government procurement regulation requires material ordered through credit cards to be
received in 30 days. However, a similar regulation does not exist for open purchases.
Therefore, excessive delays in vendor response are related to the purchase method. On
some emergency orders, the PCs walk through a material requisition and receive it in one
day. Non-emergency requisitions, however, remain in the system without ever being
expedited. Job urgency is verbally related to the PCs by the job supervisors.
The time it takes for the shops to complete a WR is recorded in the SHOPC
column. After the MCD assigns the job to a specific shop, delays occur as jobs wait for
shop labor. The shop foremen balance the labor requirements between CRs, WRs and
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reimbursable accounts. Delays occur when the balance is offset by a shift in priority, labor
shortages caused by unanticipated circumstances, or funding shortfalls. Additional delays
can occur when the scope of the job expands and unexpected work is required.
The final column totals the time in days it takes to complete a WR. The total time
is calculated from the date the WR is closed out in the WCMS database, not when the job
is actually completed. Delays in closing out the WR add to the total cumulative time.
Table 4. 1 presents the mean, percentage of the total mean time, standard deviation
and the variance for each category of completed WRs for each fiscal year. It excludes
CRs and open WRs. The table also includes the total WRs processed, total WRs
completed, and the percentage completed for the fiscal year. The annual completion rate
ofWRs remained steady at approximately 12 percent ofthe total WRs in the system each
year, with the exception ofFY97. A severe budget cut and incomplete data skew the
FY97 results. Although only 12 percent of the WRs generated each year are used to
calculate the results in Table 4. 1, that 12 percent should reflect the variability of the WRs
that the PWD receives each year. PWD does not have a systematic job selection process
that would bias the results, such as giving priority to jobs that take the least time, material
or labor. When materials and labor are available, the master scheduler and shop foremen
assign the job regardless of the complexity and the length oftime required.
Figure 4. 1 graphically presents the mean time to complete each phase of the PWD
process. From FY94 to FY97, the mean time to receive the material (MATR) and the
mean time for shops to complete the job (SHOPC) account for over 60 percent of the
total mean time. Moreover, the shop completion time rises steadily from 27 percent of the
total mean time in FY94 to 52 percent in FY97. Conversely, the material receipt time
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steadily decreases from 35 percent of the total mean time in FY94 to 21 percent in FY97.
However, the percentage decrease is attributable to the spike in the total mean time. In
actuality, nominal material receipt time increases during the same period. The large
variance in mean time to complete each category reflects the wide variety ofWRs that
PWD processes. For example, WRs are as simple as replacing a door lock and as
complicated as renovating an entire building. The completion times are directly related to
the complexity ofjobs.
The trends in the remaining categories indicate mixed results. The PEA mean
time and the SHOPA mean time rise, while the PEC mean time decreases and the
MATO mean time remains relatively steady. The most significant rise occurs in the
SHOPA mean time. This rise is related to the SHOPC mean time since both depend on
labor availability.
Figure 4.2 graphically presents the total mean time to complete WRs. The total
mean time to complete WRs increases by more than 100 percent over the four years.
Delays in labor account for most of the increase. A fifteen percent reduction in the PWD
labor force over the four years seems to have exacerbated the labor delays. This makes
efficiently allocating limited labor even more important.
Figure 4.3 graphically presents the total WRs processed and the total WRs
completed for the fiscal year. PWD completed 12, 13, 11 and 2 percent of the WRs
processed in FY94 to FY97 (up to April 1 1, 1997), respectively. A FY97 cut in labor
dollars of over 30 percent will make it difficult to continue the current trend in completion
rates. The SHOPC time is expected to continue its increasing trend because of the
shortage in labor dollars. Improvements in other stages are unlikely to offset the delays
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PE_A PE_C SHOP_A MAT O MAT R SHOP C TOTAL
Mean (days) 1 35 14 14 63 49 181
Percentage of Total Mean 0% 19% 8% 8% 35% 27%
Standard Deviation (days) 6 75 26 33 60 47 148
Variance (days) 38 5578 686 1105 3576 2237 21880
Total WRs Processed 1273
Total WRs Completed 150
Percentage Completed 12%
Fiscal Year 1995
PE_A PE C SHOP A MAT_0 MAT R SHOP C TOTAL
Mean (days) 3 24 15 16 62 66 184
Percentage of Total Mean 2% 13% 8% 8% 34% 36%
Standard Deviation (days) 24 50 18 16 52 61 106
Variance (days) 556 2515 306 268 2721 3685 11242
Total WRs Processed 1525
Total WRs Completed 191
Percentage Completed 13%
Fiscal Year 1996
PE_A PE C SHOP_A MAT O MAT R SHOP_C TOTAL
Mean (days) 4 35 32 23 61 115 271
Percentage of Total Mean 2% 13% 12% 8% 23% 42%
Standard Deviation (days) 33 59 48 47 67 109 162
Variance (days) 1108 3433 2292 2240 4484 11810 26144
Total WRs Processed 1447
Total WRs Completed 160
Percentage Completed 11%
Fiscal Year 1997
PE_A PE C SHOP A MAT_0 MAT R SHOP_C TOTAL
Mean (days) 21 22 72 14 77 194 372
Percentage of Total Mean 6% 6% 19% 4% 21% 52%
Standard Deviation (days) 77 28 145 11 61 234 282
Variance (days) i5860 805 21144 130 3690 54811 79774
Total WRs Processed 948
Total WRs Completed 22
Percentage Completed 2%









Figure 4.1 Graph of data analysis results.
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Fis cal Year
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Figure 4.3 Data collected up to April 1 1, 1997.
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D. ESMS DATABASE
Unlike the WCMS database, the ESMS database is not as detailed and does not
record the time to complete the various stages in the PWD process (see Appendix G).
Instead, only the CR receipt date, completion date and the actual labor time are recorded
in the database. This makes it impossible to identify the causes for delays. However, it is
suspected that the delays identified for WRs are similar to those for the CRs; primarily the
labor and the material requisition phases.
E. CHAPTER SUMMARY
The data analysis suggests several conclusions. First, the largest bottleneck occurs
in scheduling labor to jobs. Second, despite the improving trend in percentage terms, the
material requisition process remains the second biggest cause of delay. Third, PWD's
information technology is not integrated and does not adequately support decision makers.




V. PROCESS IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
The previous chapter analyzed the limited available data and suggested the need to
collect more data. This chapter will make recommendations based on the previous
chapter's analysis. These recommendations can be implemented while the PWD collects
more detailed data to fine tune its process.
A. INTRODUCTION
The PWD process has many opportunities for improvement, but they will increase
their technical efficiency most by concentrating on improvements in three areas: labor
scheduling, material requisition and information technology systems. Additional
improvements are suggested in allocative efficiency. Although not the primary focus of
this thesis, allocative efficiency has an indirect impact on technical efficiency by potentially
reallocating resources as adjustments in priorities become necessary.
B. LABOR SCHEDULING
Labor scheduling accounted for 12% and 19% of the total processing time
during FY96 and FY97, respectively. Cuts in the labor budget are responsible for some
delays, however it appears that optimizing the resources currently available will relieve
many ofthe current problems. An effective prioritization system, coupled with accurate
tracking and scheduling, should help the PWD optimize its resource allocation.
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In the current atmosphere of budget cuts, resource constraints are amplified by
an inefficient scheduling system. The PWD is confronted with limited resources and
suggests that funding is their biggest problem. Funding shortcomings seriously debilitate
the PWD's operations as evidenced by regular work stoppages when FY funds are
exhausted.
The personnel shortage can be attributed to reduced funding due to DOD's
reduction-in-force objectives. The personnel shortage is measured by the unfilled
authorized billets. However, this may not necessarily measure the real shortage. This
shortage may be more accurately described as a shortage of technicians, the 'Svrench
turners" who actually perform repairs. Insufficient technicians delay an already slow and
inefficient system, and perpetuate the customers' dissatisfaction with the PWD response
time.
One PWD initiative is finding a computerized commercial-off-the-self(COTS)
software product to prioritize, track and efficiently schedule larger than CR projects. The
master scheduler currently manually schedules all projects. A COTS product could
improve this area by maximizing the usage of available labor.
The WCMS contains a scheduling module that is currently not used. The
manpower availability plan calculates the actual number of hours available in each shop
and the work plan summary estimates the amount oftime each shop should spend for each
labor class (WCMS User's Manual, p. 7-1). Together, these two modules can create a
shop load plan to optimize the available resources. This program is old and cumbersome.
The largest obstacle, besides training in WCMS, is the lack ofjob standards that
are required for its use. A "Chilton's Manual" or some form of standardized job
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specifications is required as inputs to this system. This information is used to determine
the labor requirements for each job, so that the program can utilize unassigned labor.
Newer products, such as Microsoft Project, are modern and have a Graphical User
Interface (GUI). The GUI interface is more intuitive and makes the application more user
friendly. However, money for training and software purchase must be obtained by an
already tight budget. In any event, the software must be used to obtain any benefits that it
can provide.
C. MATERIAL REQUISITION
The material requisition process accounted for 3 1% and 25% ofthe total
processing time during FY96 and FY97, respectively. Although average material
requisition times have improved as a percentage of total time, the total days increased
between FY94 and FY97 from 77 to 91 days.
Although government regulations prevent an array of options open to the private
sector, further improvements are possible by streamlining and automating the material
requisition process. For example, a pre-approved purchase limit could be adopted to
avoid delays in the approval process. If needed, the PCs could revert to the line item
approvals at the end of each quarter or at a specific budget threshold, such as a percentage
of budget authority, to maintain budgetary control.
The possibility of pre-negotiated prices with selected vendors could negate the
need for batching orders. These special arrangements could be competitively bided each
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FY to ensure competition. This would work especially well with those items that are
historically purchased in high volumes.
The automated data entry will free up time for the PCs to become more
productive. For instance, they can follow up on vendors to establish reasonable delivery
dates. Or, additional time can be used to improve relationships with vendors, with the
ultimate goal of improving customer service.
D. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The PWD can improve in all areas by improving its information technology. At a
minimum, the PWD needs to accomplish three major objectives with their information
technology systems; database consolidation/integration, information dispersion and
inter/intranet development.
Integrating the three databases will eliminate many hours ofwasted time by
reducing the need to manually enter duplicate data into separate systems. For example,
integration will allow the P/Es to directly enter information about material requests into
SACONS. As a result, the information would be entered into the system only once,
reducing the chance of errors and the associated delays with the paperwork shuffle.
Integrating the PWD databases, would create an effective management tool to
track the work that is actually completed; the problem of information dissemination would
be reduced. This step would allow the MCD and MS to better track projects and respond
to changes more efficiently. Upper management would be able to instantly check the
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status of a particular project, or the organization's progress as a whole, both ofwhich are
now impossible.
The historical accuracy of the current databases is questionable. They contain a
limited amount of information, particularly the ECMS. Integrating the systems will force a
reconciliation and allow better tracking and accountability for materials and labor. This
will enable management to make informed decisions because they will have access to all
available information.
Integration will also facilitate implementation of the COTS software that is being
considered. This commercial software can improve PWD's priority system, project
management and scheduling. This tool will allow management to better control its
resources by giving it total asset visibility.
Automating the submission of maintenance requests using electronic mail or the
local access network (LAN) will also help reduce process time. Guard mail is now the
routine method for transferring maintenance requests to different work centers. A closer
examination of the process reveals non-value added steps that would be eliminated via
electronic processing; For example, it would automate the flow ofWRs between MS-
Shop Division Director-MS-GF-MS-PC-MS-Shops.
An added benefit is the improved customer relations that would result from sharing
collected information through electronic networks. The PWD is currently a mystery to
most of its customers. Because of the perceived lack ofurgency, the PWD is viewed as
inefficient and unresponsive to its customers' needs. The PWD is trying to improve its
customer satisfaction level as well as use its limited resources as efficiently as possible.
Information flow to customers, as well as within the PWD, could alleviate some of these
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negative perceptions. The capability to implement an electronic request system already
exists at the PWD and their customers. The PWD is currently contemplating creating a
web page or other electronic format for an improved customer interface (McElderry).
Actually integrating of the information systems is beyond the scope of this thesis, but
should be considered as an area for further research.
E. ALLOCATWE EFFICIENCY
Although this report primarily focuses on technical efficiency, the following
allocative efficiency issues are noteworthy.
The PWD has limited resources, yet does not prioritize its actions. Instead,
priority is determined by customer representatives and then adjusted during the PWPB
meetings, but only with customer representative approval. The PWPB is sporadically
attended and jobs without active advocates are overlooked in favor ofthe more vocalized
projects. In an effort to gain an equal footing, the PWD has begun to promote its own
projects in this forum to compete with other projects. This step was taken to emphasize
that the PWD has projects without sponsors that must be completed (McElderry).
The PWPB's primary planning tool is the top twenty list, a group of projects that
are currently the organizations' highest priorities. The top twenty list is updated by
"pencil" once a month, but no set procedure is followed to systematically track and update
the list. The PWPB planning is done manually and no clear picture is developed on how
efficiently resources are actually being used. As a result, priorities are constantly changed
and precious resources are wasted.
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By letting the PWD customers set their own priorities, the PWD loses control over
their resources. Because ofthe perceived time lag between a request and the appropriate
action, the majority ofthe requests are artificially elevated to the highest priority. The
customers know that the lower priority requests will not be completed in a reasonable
time. Customers are competing against each other for PWD resources. As a result, the
internal priorities set by an individual customer are not relevant in PWD's priority system.
In some cases, the PWD sets priorities for requests that are not prioritized by the
customers.
Funding reductions in PWD's maintenance budget have added to the customers'
negative perception ofthe PWD. Funding cuts have been so severe that the PWD often
runs out ofmoney before the fiscal year closes. This freezes all work requests until the
next fiscal year, except for the most dire emergencies (Gillis). Moreover, the limited
maintenance funds must be divided between two competing types of maintenance, work
requests and chit size requests. This competition for funding adds an additional strain on
the already scarce resources.
The concept of "funny money or "virtual money" could be implemented to reveal
the customer's true priorities. Individual departments would be issued 'Virtual money" to
buy PWD services. The setting of priority would be shifted to the customers who would
have a finite set of resources to use. This resource shift would force the customer to
carefully weigh each request prior to spending their virtual money, and eliminate the
perception that it is costless to artificially elevate a project's priority.
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F. METRICS
The PWD does not currently have performance measures that match customer
expectations. This is an essential step toward customer satisfaction. The following is a
list of possible metrics that could be useful to the PWD:
•
•
Measure project completion time. Use the available data to aggressively cut
average completion times.
Measure the PWD response time to a customer's request. This information
will allow the PWD to improve customer relations by demonstrating a sense of
urgency.
Measure the time requests spend in each queue. This will identify problem
areas and develop trends that need immediate attention.
Measure average technician completion times for specific tasks. This will
identify training shortfalls.
Measure specific vendor response times. Use this information to reward faster
service during future purchasing decisions and contract negotiations.
• Measure customer satisfaction levels by asking the customers to specifically
identify their needs. Use this information to prevent problems before they
occur by becoming more responsive.
• Measure customer demands on PWD's services to facilitate the introduction of
"virtual money". This will help accurately forecast demand to distribute virtual
money.
• Measure the cost of providing services by specific task. This will make







The PWD's current physical layout is inefficient. The MCD and MS need to be
collocated for closer integration and coordination. Also, the PC and shop supervisors
need a closer relationship, since the shop supervisors are responsible for checking the
status of material on order.
In an effort to save money and labor, consider batch processing requests. The
PWD could implement a standard maintenance schedule for common job requests (i.e.,
take monthly or quarterly requests for light bulb changes, sidewalk repairs, etc.). This
schedule could be changed periodically, as long as customers are notified far enough in
advance. This suggestion could easily be implemented through an electronic format.
The PWD should consider redesigning its organizational structure. The current
structure may not be appropriate for its assigned mission. This is particularly important if
the PWD implements an automated system. The process should be reviewed from a
value-added perspective to ensure that an inefficient system is not simply automated. The
PWD should not squander the opportunity to change the current system so the
organization can better perform its mission.
The PWD should consider outsourcing some of its duties. Outsourcing is defined
as traditionally internal work that is completed by hiring private firms. Outsourcing ranges
through jobs from mowing lawns to repairing jets (Donnelly). The Army had an active
privatization program in the early 1980's, but bowing to resistance ceased the program in
1987 (Cir. A-76). The outsourcing option is now being revisited to generate savings to
pay for the force modernization programs scheduled for the next century.
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The quickest way to address an inefficient organization is to turn to those
businesses that can provide the services you need for the least out of pocket expense. In
the short run, this would create immediate savings. In the long run, the organic capability
of those skills may be permanently lost. An outsourcing decision also reduces command
resource flexibility. Once the resource is gone, the personnel performing those missions
are lost. As with any decision, careful consideration must be given to the tradeoffs that
will inevitably occur.
The outsourcing option would run into a considerable amount of political
resistance by the current PWD employees, as evidenced by the reaction of data center
operations, a similar group ofgovernment employees. "Data center directors believe the
revised circular (A-76) favors outsourcing over interagency service agreements"
(Donnelly). This perception will prove difficult to combat in a politically charged and
emotional environment. A-76 does make outsourcing an easier decision for policy




Our research suggests the following conclusions:
1
.
Technical inefficiency exists in the PWD's resource allocation.
The PWD suffers from a funding shortage in one area while other areas are
fully funded. In particular, funding for labor has been drained while funding for
material has not. When funding in one area is depleted, the entire process
stalls. The PWD needs to seek a balance in funding for different areas. This
will require reprogramming funds, which in turn, requires the PWD to
participate more aggressively in the NPS budgeting process and communicate
openly with the comptroller's office.
2. Labor allocation is another area contributing to technical inefficiency.
There is no systematic approach to scheduling labor. The WCMS has a labor
management module that interfaces with its database. However, the system is
outdated and never used. More powerful and user-friendly COTS scheduling
software is available and would better fit the PWD's needs. Automated
scheduling would increase efficiency from the current manual scheduling. Idle
times would be minimized and labor utilization rates would increase.
3. The PWD needs to develop standardized maintenance requirement
cards for routine jobs.
For example, a maintenance requirement card for a task would contain the
material required, labor hours required and basic steps to complete the job.
Used in conjunction with COTS, maintenance requirement cards would
facilitate efficient labor scheduling, data collection and statistical process
controls.
4. Although some useful data is available to management, it is not used
for decision making.
This is primarily due to the difficulty in obtaining the required information in an
understandable format. Information contained in collected data can reveal
inefficiencies and problem areas. They can aid management in deciding a
course of action to correct bottlenecks and streamline the PWD process. The
PWD possesses the necessary technology to collect and distribute the data.
Management should decide which data to collect and hold everyone
accountable for the accuracy of the database.
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5. The overall system for processing maintenance requests contains non-
value-added steps that can be eliminated.
First, the WR review process needs to be consolidated to a single point.
Before the WRs reach the MCD for final review, no less than three managers
have reviewed the request for the same criteria. Second, the job package
review and job assignment process should also be consolidated to a single
point. The current system requires that job packages be reviewed by four
managers before assignment to shops. The consolidation would eliminate the
need for tracking the job packages, reduce the time to assign the job to the
shops and eliminate potential delays due to inaction.
6. Automating the maintenance request process would reduce delays and
redundancies.
Using an electronic format for submitting, reviewing and approving WRs and
job packages would allow the process to be completed simultaneously without
the need for the cumbersome paper shuffle.
7. The material requisition process takes too long.
Some actions are repetitive and can be eliminated. Other time consuming
actions are required by regulations and are beyond PWD's control. The PWD
should focus on improving areas of the process within its control. By
eliminating repetitive actions and streamlining the requisition process, PCs
would have more time to follow up on outstanding requisitions and expedite
shipments from vendors.
B. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
• Conduct an in-depth analysis of allocative efficiency and the concept of 'Virtual
money" to reveal customers' true priorities.
• Analyze PWD's organizational structure to determine its structural fit with its
operational mission.
• Conduct location analysis to determine the feasibility of consolidating the PWD
into a single building. Current fragmentation of the PWD divisions contributes
to process delays and makes internal communications difficult.
• Research the possibility of automating the maintenance request submissions
through the internet and LAN.
• Conduct a manpower study to determine the proper mix of administrative staff
and technicians.
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• Analyze the costs and benefits of outsourcing the PWD functions.
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APPENDIX B: MAINTENANCE REQUEST FORM
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WUKK REQUEST (MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT)
NAVFAC 9-I10H/20 tEV. 2-68) S/N 010S LF-0O2-7S10
SuperMdn NAVDOCKS 2351
(PW Department tee Instructions
in NAVFAC MO-321)
Requestor tee Instructions on Reverie Side
PART 1—REQUEST (Riled out by Requestor)
1. FROM 2. REQUEST NO.
3. TO 4. DATE OF REQUEST
5. REQUEST FOR
| | COST ESTIMATE "j PERFORMA" ICE OF WORK
So. REQUEST WORK START
6. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CAU 7. sketch/plan attached
yeT Qno
b. DESCRIPTION OF WORK AND JUSTIFICATION (Including location, type, use, quantity, etc.)
9. FUNDS CHARGEABLE 10. SIGNATURE (Requesting Official)
PART II—COST ESTIMATE
(Filled out by Maintenance Control Division if estimate requested)
11. TO. 1 2. ESTIMATE NO.







PROC.RAMMINC, TQ START IN
$b. Material
BASED ON PRESENT WORKLOAD, THIS JOB CAN BE











16. SIGNATURE 17. DATE
PART III—ACTION (Pilled out by Requestor)
19. AUTHORIZATION TO PROCEED IS ATTACHED {Check one if other than PW funds are tmolued)
[ |
NAVCOMPT 1 40 H OTHER
20. WORK REQUECTED
( 1 HAS BEEN I 1 HAS BEEN |—1 WILL BE PERFORMED
1 1 CANCELLED 1 1 DEFERRED 1 1 BY OTHERS
21 SIGNATURE 22. DATE
(See Part IV on Reverse Side)
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APPENDIX C: WCMS DATA FOR COMPLETED FY94 WRs
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APPENDIX F: WCMS DATA FOR COMPLETED FY97 WRs
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APPENDIX G: ESMS DATABASE SAMPLE PRINTOUT
97
CONTINUES TO RUN WATER. 40-10
098562 LIGHT SWITCH IS BROKEN.
098564 LIGHTS WONT WORK. SWITCH SPARKS.
DISPATCHED 40-22.
098568 DOOR HANDLE OF LOCK SET FELL OFF.
DISPATCHED 40-16 1405hrs.
098408 REPAIR, RECAULK, WINDOW ABOVE THE
EXIT DOOR.
098360 DOOR KNOB WILL NOT TURN AT
CERTAIN TIMES. NEED TO JUGGLE
098452 MOUNT A 40" x 30" WHITE BOARD TO
THE CORRIDOR WALL
098454 DOOR HANDLE FELL OFF.
098461 INSTALL A 2FT X 3FT SCHEDULE BOARD
IN THE BLDG 232 RM#SP257
098480 NEED THREE (3) COPIES OF THE
FOLLOWING KEYS MADE
098512 WEST SIDE, BUILDING ENTRY DOOR,
SLOAT ST. APPROACH;
098541 LOCK SET FELL OUT. CALLER HAS
PARTS IN ROOM 341.
098544 WINDOW WILL NOT CLOSE.
098547 RESET STEAM REGULATOR. NO
FOLLOW UP REQUIRED FROM 10-23-96.
098548 CLOGGED TOILET. NO FOLLOW UP
REQUIRED. M.POTTS/321. 10-24-96
098552 NO HEAT. SCHREADER/CLARK
RESTORED AS PER POTTS/321, 10-26-96
098566 CUSTOMER NEEDS KEYS FOR NEW
LOCK SET. 40-17.
098575 WATER IS LEAKING THROUGH WALLS
AND CEILING. 40-12
098576 RELAMP AS REQUIRED. 40-8.
098577 RELAMP AS REQUIRED. 40-8.
098578 B260 - PROVIDE TWO(2) PADLOCK KEYS
098579 WATER IS LEAKING ON AN ELECTRICAL
OUTLET AT PRESSURE COOKER.
098587 REPLACE LOCKSET AS REQUIRED. 40-
17.
098594 ASSEMBLE 2 CHAIRS FOR F.S.C. @ LA
MESA PRIOR TO 1200 hrs ON
098636 REPLACE LEAKING VALVE.
098210 WATER FOUNTAIN NOT WORKING
098271 REPLACE INOP LIGHT BULBS IN
BASEMENT HALLWAYS, BETWEEN
098328 REPLACE CEILING VENT GRILL COVER,
WOMENS RESTROOM.
098394 NO HEAT IN THE BASEMENT OF BLDG
302.
098396 NO HEAT IN BLDG 203.
098416 HOLE IN WATER HEATER.
098429 GAS LEAK, NO HEAT.





































LIGHT OUT IN SQUASH COURT.
09841
8
RELAMP LIGHT BY DOOR TO ROOM 1 1
5
098426 RELAMP 4 FLOURESCENT LIGHTS.
098427 LADIES REST ROOM BY PICNIC AREA,
TOILET FLUSHING CONSTANTLY
098430 LIGHTS OUT. HALLWAY AND WEIGHT
ROOM.
098431 LIGHTS OUT IN MEN'S LOCKER ROOM.
SEE FLETCHER!
098436 NO HEAT, THERMOSTAT NOT WORKING.
098445 LIGHT SWITCH HAS LOOSE WIRES,
LIGHTS FLICKER.
098453 REKEY PADLOCK
098455 SINK STOPPED UP
098203 UNLOCK DESK DRAWER
09821
5
REMOVE DEBRIS FROM ACCIDENT.
098259 INSTALL LOCKING DOOR KNOB TO
INTER OFFICE OF THIS ROOM.
098286 THE 3RD SET OF DOUBLE DOORS FROM
LEFT SIDE, THE RIGHT SIDE
098305 CHANGE COMBINATIONS ON SAFE.
098458 WATER FROM CEILING DRIPPING ON
EQUIPMENT.
098459 DOOR NEEDS A DOOR STOP INSTALLED,
THEY WOULD LIKE DOOR TO
098502 REQUEST TO MOVE (1) DESK AND (1)
PICTURE FRAME FROM SUPPLY
098503 REQUEST THAT FENCE AND THE GAP
UNDER THE FENCE AT THE NPS SO
098423 FLOURESCENT LIGHTS OUT.
098474 PANEL "MB"S 100A 3P CB'ER IF
POSSIBLE NEEDS TO BE REPLACED W
098481 TO REPAIR A BROKEN HINGE ON UPER
PART OF BACK DOOR INSIDE
098485 CEILING LIGHT IS INOP AND NEEDS TO
BE RELAMPED.
098487 REPAIR THE FOLLOWING EXIT LIGHTS.
098499 NEED TO RELAMP (6 LONG/8 SHORT)
FLOURESCENT LIGHTS.
098501 REPOSITION MOTION DECTECTOR ON
CEILING TO COVER MOVE AREA AT
098504 CEILING LEAKING/THEY HAVE GARBAGE
CAN IN HALLWAY.
098509 RELAMP AS PER CALLER'S
REQUIREMENTS. 40-8 1030 hrs
098517 CUSTOMER HAS NO LIGHTS EXCEPT
FROM WINDOWS.
098525 GOLF COURSE, PICNIC GROUNDS; NO
POWER. 40-8.
098529 PODIUM w/PA SYSTEM, PLATFORM TO
SEAT 12 AND 150 FOLD CHAIRS
098545 RELAMP AS REQUIRED.
098560 PLEASE UNPLUG SINK. 40-10
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